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Minutes of the meeting of the Academic Policy and Planning Committee held on 24th October 2002, from 3:00 to
5:00 p.m.  in Room 609, James (Administration) Building.

Present: L.Vinet (Chair), J. Bilec, E. Cooper, G. Demopoulos, Ph. Depalle, J. Galbraith,
M. Graham, F. Groen, W. Hendershot, A. Lau, H.G. Leighton, P. Martineau,
N. Peters, G. Philie, F. Sagel, H.M.C. Richard (Secretary of the Committee)

Regrets: C. Bushnell, M. Crago, H. Knox, A.C. Masi, L. Proulx
Guests: J. Cumming (item 5.a), R. Beheshti, J.E. Leide, P.F. McNally (item 5.b), D. St-Pierre

(item 5.c), X. Chang, L. Cortelezzi (item 5.d)

The Chair extended Professor Hank Knox’s apologies for being unable to attend meetings at this time because of
opera rehearsals, and also his invitation to APPC members to attend performances by Opera McGill and the McGill
Baroque Orchestra of two one-act 18th-century operas: Les Sauvages from Rameau’s Les Indes Gallantes, and
Telemann’s Don Quixote on November 7, 8, and 9 at 7:30 p.m. and November 10 at 2:00 p.m.
   

04.01     The proposed agenda was adopted with items considered in a different order.

04.02     The minutes of the meeting held on 10th October 2002 were approved as circulated.

04.03 Business arising from the minutes

-  Centre for Research on Pain / Centre de recherche sur la douleur, (revised proposal)
It was reported that further work was required and APPC would be kept informed.  

04.04 Report on Senate meeting on October 16, 2002 (343rd APPC Report)
Teaching Portfolio: Teaching Portfolio Guidelines appended to the “Regulations Relating to the
Employment of Academic/Librarian Staff” (Revised 02-APPC-09-08)

It was reported that Senate approved the proposed Teaching Portfolio Guidelines with two amendments:
“in this section” was deleted from the first sentence of Section 3, Evidence of teaching effectiveness, and
the words “involvement in curriculum development” were restored to Section 2, Teaching responsibilities,
under the heading “Other information as applicable could include”.  

04.05    Council of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies – Report (02-APPC-10-14)

a) M.Mus: Performance; Vocal Opera Coach

Professor Julie Cumming joined the meeting and presented the proposed new option Vocal Opera Coach in
the existing M.Mus: Performance program. The option is intended for accomplished keyboard players who
have exceptional ability in sight-reading orchestral scores, a command of languages, and experience with
singing and coaching singers.   McGill’s strong opera program provides an ideal milieu for training
pianists for professional careers as opera coaches.  Other music schools competing with McGill’s advertise
similar programs.  The new option would admit two students per year.    

In the discussion APPC members wondered why a generic M. Mus. Performance was not being proposed,
rather than yet another option under the M.Mus Performance degree title which already includes Solo –
Piano, Guitar, Orchestral Instruments, Organ, Conducting; Chamber Music; Orchestral Training; Piano
Accompaniment; Vocal Performance; Vocal Pedagogy; Early Music; Church Music – Organ; and Jazz
Performance. In this historical context, the proposal follows the way the M.Mus. Performance has been set
up.  The Faculty intends to move towards the generic model but in the mean time wished to move forward
with this Vocal Opera Coach option.  It was noted that a move to the generic model could not be done
quickly and would mean explaining the new situation to students.  

With respect to instructors involved, Professor Cumming stated that a number of opera coaches are hired to
run the Faculty’s opera productions and that another person would be hired on contract to oversee students.
Responding to further questions, she indicated that there exists no accreditation agency for such programs
and that master’s programs in music performance are called thesis programs because recitals are considered
to be thesis-equivalent.
 

APPC approved the proposed Vocal Opera Coach option in the M.Mus. Performance for
submission to Senate.
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b)  Ph.D. in Library and Information Studies

Professor Jamshid Beheshti, Director of the Graduate School of Library and Information Studies (GSLIS),
and Professors Peter McNally and John Leide, the main authors of the document presenting the proposed
program, joined the meeting.  Professor Beheshti mentioned that in two years the GSLIS, the oldest such
school in Canada, would be celebrating 100 years.  Other programs in the discipline could be found at
Dalhousie University, Université de Montréal, University of Toronto, University of Western Ontario,
University of Alberta, and University of British Columbia.  Only three doctoral programs are currently
offered in Canada, by U. of Toronto (since 1971), the U. of Western Ontario (since 1973), and U. de
Montréal (since 1997 and no student has yet graduated from it).  McGill began admitting Ph.D. students
in Library and Information Studies under ad hoc regulations in 1991; four students have graduated and
thirteen are currently registered (U.B.C. and U. of Alberta seem also to have ad hoc programs).  The
School’s master’s program is the oldest in Canada and currently has 70 students.   The seven-member staff
will include one more recruit in January 2003.  Though only two of Canada’s three official Ph.D. programs
have produced Ph.D. graduates so far and a few Ph.D. students have graduated elsewhere under ad hoc
regulations, market demand is causing intense student recruiting and is one of the motives for the
introduction of a new Ph.D. program at McGill.  

Discussion first focused on the areas of specialization for the program.  Inclusion of “economics of
information” in particular was questioned: what was meant by that? what would the School’s research and
teaching contribute to that? Would the economics of journal publishing, what we pay for information for
example, be incorporated in that concept?  It was suggested that the human interface in information
management is what is important to the Library and Information Science discipline, rather than the purely
technical aspect.  It was mentioned that the proposal was modeled on the University of Western Ontario
program and would develop and evolve, and acquire greater focus with time; although the approach seemed
reasonable for now, practical decisions could be made later on.  

The current ad hoc arrangement under the auspices of the Office of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies was
the next issue raised.  Candidates have to write a proposal before being accepted into the ad hoc program
after which a decision is taken regarding a supervisor and courses/ seminars, and a supervisory committee
is formed.  In a regular program, writing the proposal can be part of the program itself.  Developing a
proposal takes time; it may involve correspondence stretching over one year, and this has implications on
student funding.

Library and technological support were discussed.  The program proposers confirmed that on the basis of
the report submitted by Martin Cohen, Library and Information Studies Bibliographer,  $75000 were
required for the initial year and $5000 /year in successive years, even given the resources which are
available at the Université de Montréal for its own Ph.D. program and which can be shared through the
CREPUQ inter-university borrowing policy: it was noted that this had been taken into consideration in the
assessment.  In response to concerns about the adequacy of the School’s technological support for
producing Ph.D. graduates the proposers responded that that aspect had been assessed and upgrading would
take place as required; a faculty lounge has been given up to provide offices for graduate students and other
measures would depend on the particular needs of individual students.   

The need for establishing partnerships with other sectors was the next issue the Committee focused on,
given that information science was now permeating all sectors of the university.  In answer to a question as
to where current co-supervisors were from, it was stated that some had come from Computer Science, from
the Faculty of Education, History, and French Language and Literature.  The School staff tried to lessen
the co-supervision load by doing as much supervision as possible in-house and bring in external expertise
on a need basis.

APPC also asked about career opportunities: would most Ph.D. graduates assume professorial positions?
Where would they be seen as most highly valued?   Academic positions, private practice, and the
consulting industry were mentioned; higher education administration may also be a possibility.  Students
will be expected to be full-time on campus.   With respect to time-to-completion, the first two Ph.D.
students who graduated under the ad hoc regulations took five years, and the third and fourth took seven
and six years respectively.  

The promoters of the new program were asked what special features of the proposed program would be
attractive to potential candidates, given the high demand for Ph.D. graduates in the field for a limited
number of applicants.  It was replied that despite limited funding, the School had been able to attract 13
students, and was expecting a yearly enrolment of between eight and 24 students.  In terms of attraction,
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the School offers certain expertise not present at other Schools: for example it had established a niche in
human computer interaction (a large SSHRC grant was granted in that area) and in visualization, whereby
it could be very attractive to potential students.  McGill’s reputation and international prestige were further
assets.   Furthermore the only other Ph.D. program in Montreal and in Quebec was a French-language one.
The ad hoc program had serious disadvantages; candidates are uneasy with the term ad hoc.  An officially
approved program would enhance the School’s ability to attract students.  It was strongly suggested that if
the proposal could articulate disciplinary areas such as those mentioned, in a way that is specific to Library
Science as opposed to other disciplines or general knowledge, it would be clearer to the reader why
students would want to come to McGill.  It was further suggested that the document required updating and
should explain that disciplinary areas would be evolving.  It was also felt that the technical side was not
stressed sufficiently; given that the digital archive aspect is now of enormous significance, not to have a
major piece of it at either the master’s or the Ph.D. level would be a disservice to students and would
amount to false advertising.  It would not be fair to attract students to McGill because of the McGill name,
for them to find out once here that they do not have access to front-line expertise in the field.  Professor
Beheshti responded that the School had advertised and had short-listed three applicants who might be
suitable in that respect and would allow the School to offer courses in that particular digital
archives/libraries area.

The Chair thanked Professor Beheshti, Professor Leide, and Professor McNally and discussion followed.
The general feeling was that more work was required before the proposal could be approved by APPC for
submission to Senate and that the proposers themselves wished to update and do more work on the
document and should be encouraged to do so and resubmit.   

Although the School appears to have one of the most successful Ph.D. programs in Canada in the
discipline at present, and although ad hoc programs are often used as a way to test the waters, with the
understanding that they should be formalized when successful, it was noted that the proposal as presented
would not make it as a top-notch Ph.D. program and that there was a feeling that the School was doing a
lot with too little.  In what could be described as a chicken-and-egg situation, would it be fair to students
to give the program a formal go-ahead in the hopes that resources might follow?  On the other hand it was
stated that the School had taken initiatives to reposition itself in order to be at the cutting edge of
knowledge, recognizing that the teaching staff required replenishment and rejuvenation.   The document
will have to demonstrate that the School is at the cutting edge of the discipline.  The proposal should
describe the niches that were alluded to and should elaborate on the areas of specialization mentioned and
view them in relation to the tremendous revolution in the information sciences that has occurred in the past
few years.   

The need for the School to connect with other sectors, to identify and enlist resources available at the
University (in Management, Computer Science, Psychology, Cognitive Sciences, the Digital Music
Library...) was emphasized.  It was felt that contacts established so far were minimal.  It was therefore
suggested that the School should be invited to show how it could improve the proposal with academic
input from other areas.   The School should address the issue of co-supervision and consider formalizing it.
It should also consider requiring courses outside the School.  It was further suggested that McGill may
wish to decide whether it might move the School into joint appointments in order to build up the
discipline and capitalize on it.  Joint appointments would respond to the need for rejuvenation and inter-
disciplinary collaboration.  Although the School has been pushing for more positions in order to reposition
itself, inter-disciplinary possibilities have not yet been explored.

Along with APPC’s encouragement, a summary of the points raised in the discussion will be
conveyed to the Director of the School.  
c)  M.Sc. in Rehabilitation Science (Non-Thesis)

Professor Diane St-Pierre presented the proposed non-thesis option in the existing M.Sc. program, with the
M.Sc. (Applied) title being reserved for the proposed professional credentialing program in physical and
occupational therapy.  The M.Sc. non-thesis option will have a campus-based version and possibly an on-
line version and uses the M.Sc. (Applied) program as a template.  This results from the license to practice
being upgraded to the master’s degree by the year 2010 in Canada.   Approved.  

d) Computational Science and Engineering option in the following degree programs:
-  M.Eng. in Electrical Engineering
-  M.Eng in Mechanical Engineering
-  M.Sc. in Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
-  M.Sc. in Computer Science
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-  M.Sc. in Mathematics and Statistics

Professor Luca Cortelezzi, Department of Mechanical Engineering, and Professor Xiaowen Chang of the
School of Computer Science joined the meeting.  Professor Cortelezzi presented the reasons behind the
proposed Computational Science and Engineering option: increased availability, speed, interest, and ability
to do complex numerical computation make it possible to solve problems in a way that was not possible
ten or twenty years ago.   McGill’s considerable strength in numerical analysis and scientific computing is
scattered across departments.   Stanford University offers a master’s and Ph.D. program in Computational
Science and Engineering.   McGill is proposing an option as a first step towards a master’s program.  The
objective is to make McGill competitive in this field and to attract graduate students who wish to develop
their interdisciplinary interests.  Exposing them to different facets of a problem will broaden their
employment opportunities.  It is hoped that this program option will favour collaboration within McGill;
all who have shared an interest in designing this option have already shown their interest in collaborating.
Core numerical methods and applications can spin off in any direction; application areas will be discipline-
based but numerical methodologies, common to many applications, call for an interdisciplinary approach.
Students will thus be registering in their own department where they can choose the CSE option.  While
the new option fits in five departments (Electrical engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Atmospheric and
Oceanic Sciences, Computer Science, and Mathematics and Statistics), it is hoped that avenues students
can explore can be broadened to other departments interested in joining the option.   

The academic requirements of the CSE option were reviewed.  Participating departments have different
requirements as to number of credits.  It was noted that students would be required to attend the
interdisciplinary CSE seminar series and take at least two of the courses under “Scientific Computing” and
“Applications and Specialized Methods” in another department in order to be exposed to different styles
and schools of thought.  The development of new courses in highly specialized applications would be
favoured.  Thesis supervision was also said to be interdisciplinary in nature but has not been formalized.
Two supervisors, experts in numerical methods and in applications, are expected to interact.  The pool of
potential supervisors might number about twenty.  

In response to other questions, it was stated that the coordinating committee currently was made up of staff
who created the option but that in future it would include one member from each participating department
(appointed by the department) so that all interests should be represented.   There were questions as to why
specific departments (physics, chemistry, civil engineering) had not joined, to which it was answered that
much work had been required to design the option but now that is was created other departments would
find it much easier to join; the option was open to other departments.  In response to a question as to why
specific areas of engineering, mechanical, civil, electrical, should be specified, rather than open the option
to all Engineering students irrespective of the department they come from, it was stated that the method
chosen had been to approach departments separately; this was but a beginning for the goal was definitely to
extend the option to other departments if the latter are prepared to spend time taking the necessary steps;
designing the option has been a complicated and time-consuming process.  It was noted that Economics
students could benefit from such an option as well and it was estimated that students who are doing a
master’s thesis in numerical computation would be interested in the option; they could number 100 in
total.
 

APPC approved the proposed option in Computational Science and Engineering as presented.

04.06      A+ Grade: Resolution from the Faculty of Science (February 12, 2002)
Memo from Dean Alan Shaver, February 18, 2002 (02-APPC-10-15)

APPC considered the Resolution from the Faculty of Science of 12th February 2002 recommending that the
University adopt a grade of A+ on the ground that transcripts produced by the Banner Student Information
System will no longer include numerical grades – meaning that the context in which the earlier decision of
January 1999 was made (not to adopt the A+ scale) has changed.   It was recalled that APPC had debated
the issue at length and it was suggested that it was too early to come back on that decision; this would
necessitate adoption by a large margin.   Furthermore such a recommendation touches the whole university,
not just one faculty.  

The Dean of Science will be advised that APPC is not ready to start a discussion on the A+ grade
again at this time.

04.07 Other business
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None.

The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.


